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So Watch Your Step,
See Page 2
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Suggestions To Eyas
Appear In Editorial
See Page 2
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Senate Representation
Plan Revised At Meet

McKay States
Rates Raised
For Students

A third proposed plan of Student Senate representation
was discussed by that group Monday night. This one is a
revised form of the second plan studied Feb. 26 by Senate.
One of the basic changes is that it provides for 16 Senators—13 uppcrclass representa-*
tives electni at-largc, two elected ■
■„
p»
from the incoming freshman class, L.©QOIflQ l\Ol6
and a vice-president who would
serve as executive legislator.
The plan presented earlier also
called for a total of IB members,
but with 14 upperclassmcn elected
at-large and two from the incoming freshman class.

"All rates of pay for student employment are being increased," according to Robert E. McKay, newly
appointed student Financial Aid
Counselor.
The base pay rate of 66 cents
has been raised to 76 cents, effective Feb. 1 for all of the University's approximately 432 student
workers.
The purpose for the
increase, stated in a letter sent by
1'ivs. Ralph W. McDonald to all
student employees, is to enable
:ill persons affected to have more
time for studies and other activities by making it unnecessary for
them to work too many hours.
A program of longevity, in
which there will be pay scales for
each job, the length of time
worked, and the quality of the
work, will be instituted next year.

Compromise Offered

One of the controversies of Plan
two was whether officers should
have any legislative and voting
powers. This third proposal offers a compromise, giving the vicepresident legislative and voting
power along with his other duties.
The treasuier and secretary
would only carry out their duties,
with no voting power. The president would retain his right to vote
in a tie vote situation.
The entire student body would
vote for 13 representatives from
any class, either Greek or independent. Candidates would be listed
alphabetically with their social
status of Greek or independent
given.
Party Plon Proposed
The other proposal was that
candidates be listed in one of four
political parties: independent men,
independent
women,
fraternity
men, and sorority women.
Other provisions of the suggested representation plan are similar
to Plan two, published Jan. 16 in
the B-G News.
Senate
approved
preferential
distribution of the Campus Chest
Drive funds to the seven charities
taking part in that campaign last
fall.
Siud.nl. Choc. Charities
When contributing to the drive,
students were permitted to state
on a card which charities they
wished to receive money.
The
funds will be distributed on that
basis.
Previously the money had been
given out on a percentage basis,
William Bittner, co-chairman of
the Chest Drive last fall, said.
The revised Senate budget for
1952-53 was approved, and the
Senate meeting time was changed
from 7 to 6:30 on Monday evenings.

Committees Chosen
For Greek Week
Co-chairmen of the Greek Week
committee, Patricia Clark and
David Freedheim, announced subcommittees for that week's events.
No date has been set for the week.
Committee chairmen are as follows:
Publicity, Clyde Hamblen and
Nancy Hartwig; exchange dinners, Jackie Gribbons and Hugh
Simmonds; May sing, Barbara
Poppe; IFC banquet, Richard
Longanbach; band. Charles Jacobs
and Robin Smith; Panhellenic
banquet,
Jo
Ann
Kostelnik.
Charles Bonser is treasurer.

Eyas Contributions
Deadline March 16
lack
rolo ol
"Poor
March

—Photo by B G Now.
Mull.n will play lh. loading
"Poor" In Honrlk Iboon's play.
Gynt." whon II Is protonlod
4 lo 7 In Iho Main Aud.

Tryout Date Set
For Variety Show;
Best Act Gets $25

Contribution! for ihe Eyas. Bowling
Griin'i literary magailn*. are being
accepted by June Emory, this yoar'a
editor, at the Phi Mu houso. or In
S Engllih Building. The deadline
|or contribution! li March II.
The magazine, which li being
published sometime in April, Is offering a SS priie lor the boot contribution In Iho Held of poetry, and an
•qua) priso for tho boot ontry In
prooo.
Literacy works In all of the Heidi
ars being accepted, with the em
phasls placed toward the humorous. Any University student, regard
loss of school or motor, Is eligible to
contribute, according to Juno Emory.
editor of tho magaslno.

Tryouts for the Varsity Club
Variety Show will be held from
Feb. 23 to 26, according to Marvin
Croiten, co-chairman.
The place and time for the trials
will be announced in the near future. Anyone is eligible to compete for the $5 prize to be given
for the best act of each night and
the $25 (.rand prize to be given on
Bowling Green State University
'he final night.
The acts may
mnge from one to 10 minutes in will enter three delegates in the
State Speech Contest in individual
length.
events for women Feb. 20 and
21. The contest will be held at
Wooster College and all Ohio uniBowling Green Alum
versities and colleges may partici
Co-Authors Article
pate.
The contest is divided into three
William
A.
Bulen, Bowling
Green graduate, is the co-author of categories consisting of interpretathe article "An Automatic Con- tive reading, original oratory, and
Tina
stant-Volume Fraction Collector," extemporaneous speaking.
which appeared in the December Lazoff will enter the interpretative
reading
division,
Jean
Butler
is
19B2 issue of The Journal of
the Bowling Green entry in the
Chemical Education.
The article was written at Ohio original oratory, and Lydia Ellison
State University by Bulen and is to enter the extemporaneous
Joseph E. Varner. It describes speaking event. Robert D. Richey
the design of a new collector, an and Dr. Donald C. Kleckner, asautomatic distiller, which is use- sistant professors of speech, will
accompany the entrants to Woosful in the chemical laboratory.
ter and also judge the contestants.
Bulen received his BS Degree
Cash awards of $25 for first,
in chemistry here in June 1949
and worked on his Master's Degree (10 for second, and $6 for third
will be presented to the winners
at Ohio State.
of each division.

Three To Compete
In Speech Contest
Here During Month

Bookstore Pays Cash
Alpha Phi Omega bookstore will
be open Monday through Friday,
Feb. 16-20, to distribute cash and
return unsold books, according to
Raymond Bertelsen, head of the
bookstore.
Hours will be from 9 to 12 a.m.
and 1 to 4 p.m.

Metropolitan Opera Star
To Sing Here Sunday
Theta Chi Initiates
Scholarship Trophy
For Greek Pledges
A newly-initiated pledge scholarship trophy will be sponsored by
Theta Chi fiaternity beginning
this spring.
This rotating trophy will be given to the fraternity whose pledge
class of the proceeding semester
had the highest scholarship.
The provisions for this trophy
are as follows:
1. The fall pledge class must
have a minimum of five men.
2. The spring pledge class must
have a minimum of eight
men.
3. Any fraternity on social probation during the semester
for which the trophy is
awarded is excluded.
The purpose for this trophy is to
promote a greater interest in academic achievement and to build a
stronger
emphasis on
pledge
grades by the active chapter.

Print Exhibition
Now On Display In
Art Department
An exhibition entitled "Fifteen
Modern Prints," circulated by the
American Federation of Art, is
now on display In the Fine Arts
gallery.
The prints will be displayed
until Feb. 22. Since art classes
are scheduled in the gallery during
the morning, visitors are requested
to see the exhibition during the
afternoon.
Most of the prints are in color
and display lithograph and intaglio techniques as created by contemporary modem artists.
While placing emphasis on texture values, the artists have used
varied subject matter; from flowers to horses, and from roosters
to the purely abstract.

Mildred Miller, mezzo-soprano of the Metropolitan Opera
Association, will sing Sunday evening;, Feb. 15, in the Men's
Gymnasium at 8:16. This program will be the sixth Artist
Series of the year.
*
*
*
The program will include two
arias of Chcrubino from "Tho
Marriage of Figaro," and "Seguidilla" and ••Habanera" from "Carmen." Theodore Srhaefcr, pianist,
will accompany Miss Miller.
Outstanding Soprano
Mildred Miller is considered by
many to he one of the outstanding
sopranos
in
the
Metropolitan
Opera today. Horn in Cleveland,
Miss Miller studied music at the
Cleveland Institute of Music. At
that time she planned to become a
music teacher. After graduation
she WHS auditioned by Roris Goldovsky and joined his opera company in Huston. Later she studied
music at the New England Const-, valion in Boston. After winning a Flank lluiitington Bcebc
Award, she went to Kui'ope to
Study, There she gained operatic
experience by singing for one scutum at Stuttgart aitd apiH-aring
MILDRED MILLER
with the Qlyndabourne Opera at
'the Edinburgh Festival.
She made her Metropolitan deFive Students Attend
but on Nov. IK, 11151, as Chcrubino
in "The Marriage of Figaro." An
Methodist Seminar
immediate success, this lead to
Five persons from Bowling tho roles of Suzuki in "Madame
Green attended the Citizenship Butterfly" and Prince Orlofsky in
Seminar sponsored by the Metho- "Die Fledermaus." Recently Miss
dist Student Movement in New Miller has been on tour.
York and Washington, D.C., from
Miss Miller is married to CapFeb. 1 to 6, according to Joan tain Wesley I'asvar, a West Point
Smith, associate director of United instructor. The couple have one
Christian Fellowship.
son and live in Picrskill, N. Y.
Those attending were Darl Ault,
Other Selection!
Mary Chambers, Donald Simmons,
Besides selections from "The
Miss Smith, and Saundra Wil- Marriage of Figaro" and "Carliams.
men," the program will include:
Purpose of the seminar was to "If Thou Arc Near" by Bach,
learn the facts behind the news, "Wohin," "Serenade," and "Gretchto meet the people who make the cn am Spinnradc" by Schubert.
news, and to sec the United NaTickets may be obtained at the
tions and Congress at work.
Speech Iluilding from I to 6 p.m.
While in Washington, the group until Friday night or at the box
had a special meeting with Senator office Sunday night.
John Bricker of Ohio. In New
York, they heard Eleanor Roosevelt speak on "Human Rights."

College Dancers Give Concert

Prom Committee
Sets Dance Date

—Photo by Benalaqton College
The U-A Prom date is set for
Pictured oboTS ax* four members of the Bennlngton College
May 23, according to Nancy Dane* Group which presented a dance concert last night in tho
Brown, chairman of the committee.
Main Aud. Tho dance program was sponsored by the health
Plans are being made for the
theme and band for the Prom and and physical education department
will be released at a further date.
A dance concert which would wide, was brought here lost night
normally be priced at approxi- through the effort of the physical
mately S2.80 per person was pre- education department.
The program, which lasted apsented to the University students
and general public without charge proximately one hour, contained
camps, Smoky Mountains and the
numbers such as "The Dove's
Blue Ridge Mountains, and living last night at 8:16 p.m. in the Main
Nest," "Wednesday's Child," and
in the homes of the influential peo- Aud.
It was presented by the Benning "Jubilee." Much of the work preple of the South.
sented was student written.
At Daytona Beach, Fla., the College dance group under the suThe group is presently on a tour
choir travelled down a section of pervision of William Bales and
which will terminate March 16,
the 23-mile-long beach. The white Letitia Evans, members of the colenabling them to present last
sand is packed so tightly that traf- lege faculty. The group, which
fic is allowed to travel on the ce- books their own concerts country- night's concert.

•

*

*

Choir Trip Covers 3,700 Miles
By GERALD MURRAY
A Cappella Choir returned to
campus Monday, Feb. 9, at 4:15
p.m. from a tour of the southern
states which began Jan. 27.
The 62 students along with Dr.
James P. Kennedy, choir director,
and George Burch, The Greyhound
Bus driver, had covered nearly
3,700 miles travelling through
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, North and South
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia,
and Ohio.
The six and a half days spent in
Florida were the highlight of the
tour. Seeing the beautiful and colorful homes, eating fresh fruits
and vegetables, swimming in the

Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic
Ocean, and singing to large receptive audiences are experiences
which no choir member will ever
forget.
During the 14-day tour the choir
sang 16 concerts to audiences representing every state in the United
States, and many nations of the
world.
Not only did the choir serve its
main purpose of entertaining, but
it promoted public relations for
this school, and was indeed
educational.
Actually travelling
through the South is an education
in itself, seeing the country, the
cotton fields, cotton factories, citrus groves, fishing fleets, army

ment-like beach. Besides singing
and swimming at Daytona, the
choir visited Marineland, 86 miles
away. This is the only oceanarium
in the eastern United States. The
group saw live sharks, sea turtles,
ray fish, baracuda, crabs, starfish,
and the playful porpoise. There
(Continued on page S)
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Medics Examine ROTC Men Tomorrow
Col. Thomas Malone and Col.
Luther C. Bivins, detachment commanders for the local ROTC units,
have stated that a medical team
from Wright-Patterson air force
base, Dayton, will be In Bowling
Green tomorrow to conduct physi-

cal examinations for those Army
and Air Force ROTC cadets who
are tentatively scheduled for selection to the advanced course of
ROTC training at Bowling Green.
Examinations will begin at 7 in
the Graphic Arts Building.

Closed Rushing
Period Set By
IFC For Frots

A periotl of closed rushing has
been set up by IFC governing fraternity rushing, which will extend
until Friday, Feb. 27.
During this period each fraternity will be allowed one smoker.
According to the rules set up by
IFC if more than six independent
men are with members of the same
fraternity at the same time anywhere within a 50-milc radius of
Bowling Green, it constitutes an illegal smoker. The only time that
a fraternity may have more than
six independent men together is
during the hours of the one smoker
that it is allowed.
Any independent man who c.ts in a fraternity house may continue to eat
there, however, hemay only be in
the house during the dinner hours.
No member of a fraternity is
allowed to enter an independent
dorm between the hours of 7 p.m.
and 7 a.m. during the period of
closed rushing. Any infraction of
the rushing rules will subject the
fraternity to a $60 fine and revocation of its rushing rules.
On Friday, Feb. 20, the final
eligibility lists from all fraternities are due in Dean Conklin's
office at noon. This list must include all men whom the fraternity
is considering pledging. A fraternity may not send a bid to any
man who's name did not appear on
that fraternity's final eligibility
list.
At noon on Wednesday, Feb. 26,
bids of all fraternities are due in
Dean Conklin's office. These bids
will be issued in the Rec Hall from
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday, Feb.
26. On Friday morning Feb. 27,
from 9 a.m. to noon, bids will be
issued in Dean Conklin's office.
Open rushing will then be in effect until the end of the semester.

In Our Opinion
Forward (Little) Falcon
"Eyas," our sister publication, looks like
it may try to gain greater prestige among
the student body this spring. The literary
magazine has been rapidly losing prominence
for the past few semesters.
There may be several reasons for this.
One of the most obvious and presently inescapable is the lack of money, due to an
arrangement where the magazine is not even
partially assured that it will have operating
funds.
Student acceptance or rejection of "Eyas"
is up to the magazine itself, however. It
can strive for higher thought and still maintain popularity by being of high caliber
without the pretense of being "arty" as it

is now known to many students. | "Eyas'
could be esthetic without being ethereal.
More publicity should be released concerning the magazine. Thereby more articles
could be submitted because students would
be informed of the magazines' policy, which
should include the printing of more articles.
A more practical format should be developed,
eliminating cost-increasing extra-large margins and oversize pictures. A more adequate
method of distribution should be devised so
more students can read of their classmate's
writings.
. These suggestions are offered as constructive criticism because we feel that
"Eyas" should be more prominent due to
the fact that it represents the studied thinking of the campus at this particular period.

lined, at Jbecdlim
Here is another kind of love to
think Bbout on Valentine's Day:
There la a love of the mind
That holds, never loosens,
More sweet than the bodily kind
(Continued from page 1)
And much less of a nuisance.
was excitement, too. Friday, Feb.
—E. V. Knox 6, as the choir left Florida and entered Georgia, the group was inThere's
something
feminine volved in an accident. A pick-up
about a tree, so says a senior—it
docs a strip tease in the fall, goes truck travelling in the center of
out with bare limbs all summer, the highway, and apparently turngets a new outfit every spring, ing left, decided to make a right
and lives off the sap all winter.
turn. Trying to keep up with the
long schedule ahead, the bus drivt»
er had begun to pass on the right
Bop definition dept.:
side, and Bmashed into the truck.
Cool—a craiy cigarette, smoked The bus was forced to the shoulder
by penguins, and musicians.
of the highway, gauging deep
Disc Jockey—a rider in the sky, tracks into the road. It graxed a
an Arcaro of the air.
telephone pole which blocked the
Fair and Square — a dumb front tloor, and barely missed a
small ditch.
The choir had to
blonde.
evacuate the bus by the emergent*
cy door. No one was injured, but
A famous psychologist had finthe bus lost a side mirror and left
ished his lecture and was answerfront window.
ing questions. One meek student
The case was tried immediately
in the audience asked, "Did you
say that a good poker player could at the Camden County Court
hold down any sort of an executive House and each driver was fined
$25. The members of the choir
job?"
"That's right. Does it raise a donated the fee to the driver.
With the bus mirror replaced,
question in your mind?"
"Yes," came the reply. "What and the window fixed, the group
would a good poker player want Unveiled on. Two days later, however, Sunday, Feb. 8, while travelwith a job?"
ling through the Blue Ridge Mountains the motor of the bus began to
heat up. Half way up the first
range of mountains, the bus
Btallcd. In order to get the bus to
tht top of the mountain, the choir
had to climb the rest of the way.
Last semester's weekly news At Ilnrrisonburg, W. Va., the
broadcast will be continued by choir transferred to a different
WBGU on a slightly different bas- bus, which they used for the reis. Dr. Raymond W. Derr, assist- mainder of the trip.
ant professor of journalism, disclosed last week. Only INS wire
copy containing non-local news
will be used in the daily newscast,
he explained.
An additional program, created
by students in a newswriting seminar course conducted by Dr. Derr,
will put significance on the backThirteen extension classes have
ground of the news as it is today.
The seminar class, open only to been organized for the spring sestudents who have completed radio mester, it has been announced by
newswriting, will produce a num- F. Eugene Beatty, assistant to the
ber of these broadcasts during the president.
semester.
Classes began last week in Bryan, Bucyrus, Fremont, Kenton,
The average life expectancy at Lima, Marion, Napoleon, Paulding,
birth of two-thirds of the world's Perrysburg, Sandusky, W i 11 a r d,
people is no more than 30 years, North Fairfield, and Sylvania.
Classes meet in a high school
compared to 60 years or more in
the advanced countries, says a building two hours and 15 minutes
Twentieth Century Fund Survey. a week for 17 weeks. Most courses carry three hours of college
credit. The fee for the extension
courses is $7.50 for each semester
hour.
The classes and instructors are:
'BOUIUIU Green State UnivwsUtj
Education 404, audio-visual aid
in education, will be taught by Dr.
The alms of Ibis newspaper •hall be to
publish all news of general Interest to Warren J. I'elton at Bryan; at
students and University personnel, to Bucyrus, an introduction course in
auld* student thinking, and to eslst foi
political science will be taught by
rhs bslSMMsnt of the UnlveciHy.
Dr. Edward S. Claflin; health and
Published on Tuesdays and Fridays, sl- physical education will be taught
eep) during raoatlon periods, by Bowling
by Mrs. Amy R. Torgerson at FreGreen (Ohio) Stale UnWerslty students.
mont; Mrs. Phillip Wigg will give
Subscription by mall
instruction in arts and crafts in
SI.SO one semester
13.00 per reat
The RG News Office
31b Ad Blag Kenton; sociology 417 will be
Telephone 3I6B1
taught by Charles R u m a g e in
Lima.
EDtTOIUAt. STAFT
Mrs. Wigg will give instruction
lEWlY IXEVHt
EDITOR IN-CHID
Managing Editor in arts and crafts in Napoleon;
Carol l.ulff
.
I Issue Edltoi Harvey D. Miner will give instrucManley Anderson
_
Issue Edltoi
Chnilss Hormoday
ConradI lodwaesld
Asst. Issus Edltoi tion in art workshop in Paulding;
luge nest!
•arrlcse Oetknvn
Assl. lssss Editor geology and geography of the naPetes Ray
.-Spam Edltoi
A..I Sports Editor tional parks will be taught by Dr.
As»L Sports Editor Samuel Mayfield at Perrysburg;
toolety Edltoi
Society Edltoi Miss Mary Eyster will give in_ Nelson
Feature Edltoi struction in education 361 at SanFeature Edltoi
ItoSsri i__
Hasold Mule.
Photo Edltoi dusky; William C. Jordan will inPhoto Edltoi struct Education 404 at Wlllard;
Robert Ban* _
Robert A. Stories
-_—Ad.leer Mrs. W. J. Abell will give InstrucBUSINESS STAFF
tion in English 316 at North FairDAM BACEX
BUSINESS MANAGER
■adds Blot*
Issue Ad. Manager field; and Herbert J. Oyer will
Ronald Cohen
Issue Ad. Manages give instruction in speech 228,
Charles Leedy
Asst Ad. Manager speech problems, at Sylvania.
ere 1Booth .
Assl. Ad. Manages
Courses have not yet been deterIMB Ibaapm
Oioikrtioq ""
mined at Marion.
wamn HaB _

A Cappella Choir

u

New Policy For
WBGU Newscasts

Professors Teach
Spring Semester
Extension Courses

S5.

Start Figuring —
It's Income Tax
Time Once More
The time of year has come for
the physical education majors,
speech majors, and every other
student to once again join the
mathematic majors in doing their
arithmetic. It's income tax season
again.
But what of income tax? Where
do you file your return? Who has
to file? What is the procedure? Is
expert advice needed? Where is
help available? These are only a
few of the questions put to Dr.
Gilbert Cooke at a recent interview.
Everyone who has made over
SftOO or had any tax deducted
should file a return. Some will
have a refund coming, some will
have to pay more, but all wageearners must file. That is a federal
law.
Most of the complicated procedure of Aling can be ignored by using the short government Form
1040. The government allows use
of this form by anyone with an income of less than $6,000.
"The closest director's office is
in Toledo," Dr. Cooke explained,
"but it is the best policy to file returns at your home district office."
The reason for this, according
to Dr. Cooke, is that all your records are usually kept in one place,
and it is good to have those records in the district of your legal
residence.
Form 1040 is a comparatively
easy form to fill out. In filling out
the short form, fill out only page
one. Ignore any additional pages.
They constitute the long form
Help with returns is available
from many sources, but perhaps
the best guide for aid in filing your
own return is a booklet, "Income
Tax Forms for 1962," sent out by
the director of Internal Revenue.
This booklet explains the basic
steps in filing Form 1040. It answers all questions, from "What
can you legally deduct?" to "How
do you get a refund?"
If your return develops into too
many problems, however, there
are two other sources of help. One
is the director's office in Toledo
for University students or any
certified public accountant or notary public.
The director's office gives free
advice and aid, but most of the
CPA's or notaries charge a nominal fee for their service.
The old gag about having trouble
with "my income tax" is and can
be out-dated if you take advantage of the expert help available.
SWIMMING SCHEDULE

The remaining swimming schedule is as follows:
Feb. 14 Cincinnati University at
BG.
Feb. 21 Kenyon College at Gambier.
Feb. 28 Miami
University
at
BG.
Mar. 7 Ohio University at BG.
Mar. 12. 13, 14 Mid-American Conference at Oxford. (Miami)
Mar. 19, 20, 21 CCC at BG.
PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
CIRCULATION PEOPLE WANTED

The BG News needs good, dependable photographers. If you
can qualify and would be interested, please see Robert Bone or Harold Miller at the News office, 816
Ad Bldg., or leave a note there.
The only requirement needed for
circulation staff is having free
10 and 11 o'clock periods on
either Tuesday or Friday when the
paper comes out, and being accurate and dependable in the work.
If you desire to work on the staff
see Daniel Baker, business manager, or leave a note in the B-G News
office.

Store
You Know What Today Is; Cleveland
Offers Scholarships
Consider Yourself Warned For Refail Students
By LOB NELSON
Stop I
Don't read thisl
You never know what might
happen if you do.
This is Friday the 13th. Check
first for black cats, ladders, open
manholes, and all other dangerous
oddities before progressing any
further with your reading. None
of those in sight, eh?
Hey, what's that fiendish laughing I keep hearing? Did Helen
Trent just find that Life Can Be
Beautiful on the Road To Happiness if she lives in Hilltop House
with Young Doctor Malone?
No, it's not Helen, it's Lucky
Pierre. What? You don't know
who Lucky Pierre is? He inhabits
this little round earth every so
often—in fact every time Friday
falls on the 13th.
He starts off his fabulous day
by sleeping until noon (he never
heard of 8 o'clock classes—in fact,
he never heard of classes period).
He actually only sleeps until 10
and then he just lies in bed and
listens to Julius LaRosa sing
Anywhere I Wander" for an hour
and a half, sponsored by Arthur
Godfrey.
Laughing Boy Rides Again
When the doorbell rings, and a
Western Union boy delivers a telegram saying that Pierre's mother,
father, 14 brothers, and one sister
have been drowned in a flash
flood, he laughs, knowing that
nothing like that could happen to
him on "his" day.
He laughs so hard that he's too
weak to walk around that ladder
stretching up to the fourth floor
of the Ad Building.
Splash I
Whack! A pail of cement on that
man standing under the ladder.
This time when Pierre laughs, it
sounds like a Cement Mixer singing "Putty, Putty." But the important thing is that he's still
laughing, no matter what it sounds
like.
Next our hero whips into his
favorite restaurant, orders his
favorite meal from his favorite
waitress, and proceeds to play his
favorite song on the jukebox (for
this he uses his favorite nickel—
the one with the hole in it, and the
string tied through). The waitress serves his bowl of steaming
hot water, and Pierre makes his
own tomato soup by pouring ketchup in it (a favorite French recipe
of his).
He soon realises that
it wasn't plain water in that bowl,
but seltzer water and he becomes
horribly ill. When he laughs this
time, it makes one think of the
"Smiling Irishman" because our
hero is so green.
Now you may not have such
experiences as Lucky Pierre, but
at least you've had one almost as
bad. You've read this story all the
way to here, when you were
warned six inches back to Stop!
If you can't laugh like Lucky Pierre today—dont say we didn't
warn you.
P.S. Guess what day March 13
falls on?

Announcements
Sold By Seniors
The senior clsss will sell commencement announcements from
Feb. 16 to 25 in the north side of
the Well, according to Peter
Spang, president of the senior
class.
The announcements will be sold
from 9 to 12 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m.
Any profit derived from the sale of
the announcements will be used to
purchase a class gift.
A photo gravure type announcement is being sold this year as well
as souvenir booklets and name
cards.
The announcements will sell for
16 cents apiece, the name cards at
$2 per hundred, and the booklets
from 40 to 76 cents apiece.
All money must be paid at time
of ordering. Early ordering will
insure prompt delivery and no orders will be taken after Feb. 26.

PR Committee
Names 41 On
Sub-Group
Student Senate Public Relations
Committee has named a 41-member sub-committee to take student polls and gather student opinion concerning projected Student
Senate measures.
The sub-committee is composed
of elected or appointed representatives of all on-campus housing
units. In addition to gaining the
opinions of their respective groups
they will assist in publicizing Student Senate activities.
The public relations committee
will use student reaction as a basis
for presenting proposals to the
Student Senate. At present, the
sub-committee is engaged in gathering student opinion on proposed
representation plans. Results of
student pools will be printed and
distributed prior to voting on the
plans. Voting will take place before April 1.
Don Brenner is chairman of the
public relations committe with
Carol Tanner secretary. Other
committee members are Shirley
Good, Lorna Raynak, Carol Jean
Kerr, Jerry Klever, and Carol
Payne. Next semester two freshmen will be elected to committee
membership and a junior and a
senior will be named to fill vacancies created by recent resignations.
Dr. Giles R. Floyd, associate professor of English, and Paul W.
Jones, director of the University
News Bureau, are committee advisers.

The second annual Halle Bros.
Co. $1,000 scholarship to New
York University's School of Retailing is now open, according to
word recently received from Halle
Bros. Co., Cleveland.
The award, to be made on a competitive basis, will be presented to
a promising senior student interested in preparing for an executive career. Applications are being taken from students of several
selected Ohio schools, including
Bowling Green.
The winner of the competition
will enter the New York University School of Retailing in September, 1963, for one year of professional graduate study.
Information booklets and application blanks are available in the
office of Dr. Benjamin F. Pierce,
dean of the College of Business
Administration.

OFFICIAL
Announcements
Application! for graduat* aulitanl
poiiiioni should bo Mod with tho
propor doportmonl chairman boforo
March 1. according to Emoraon C.
Shuck, doan of tho graduato school.
Asslslootshlps aro available., acrid
Doan Shuck. In all dopartmonts olf.tr
ing coursos lo graduato major*.
Stlponds will rang» from S9Q0 to
SI.200 for tho acadomlc yoar. dopondIng on tho applicant's qualifications
and dutios assigned.

•

•

OSS

All Koroan War votorans attending
tho University who have not reported
their status lo tho V.A. offlco should
do so immediately.

Senate Committee
To Protect Grass
A committee in charge of keeping students from walking on the
grass has been formed by Stutlent
Senate, according to William Bittner, treasurer.
Bittncr explained that Senate
formed the committee early because of the mild winter. Alpha
Phi Omega, men's service fraternity, has been asked to put up
signs which usually appear in
early spring. They will be erected
sometime next week.
After the signs have been
placed, University police will be
authorized to pick up anyone
walking on the grass. A violation
will result in a fine of $1.

•

Tho ROTC Military Ball will bo
hold on March 20. and not Fob. 20
as previously statod on tho student
ac'Miy calondsr.
Anolhor change In tho calendar
is tho All-Campus Social which will
bo hold on Fob. 28. instead of Fob.
21.

Get
SPORT
MAGAZINE
with $2,000 contest rules

at

The Campus
Corner
and

TO's News
Stand

BAKER'S MOTEL
i Mile South on U.S 25

BEAUTYREST BEDS
STEAM HEAT

TV

IN ROOMS

Phone 36114
MEMBER OF QUALITY COURTS

HERE'S HOW TO SAY "I LOVE YOU"

TEACHERS WANTED
ON FEBRUARY 14th

Northwest
Teachers Agency

GIVE HER A BOX OF DELICIOUS CANDY . . . PRICES
TO FIT EVERY ALLOWANCE . . . FROM 60c TO $6.00.
HERE TOO YOU'LL FIND VALENTINES FOR EVERYONE.

1101 Loyalty Building

KIGER'S DRUG STORE

Portland 4, Oregon

108 South Main Street

We Wrap Packages To Mail

Unique 'Institution' Returns
In Movie The Stooge'
By BUDDE BLOIE

A new generation of Americans
is about to meet an old and once
popular figure of show business—
the stooge. It was about 20 years
ago that the combined and irresistible forces of movies and economics virtually eliminated vaudeville and the stooge from the entertainment scene.
Now a movie comes along to reintroduce this unique "institution"
to a movie-going public that has
come of age during the past two
decades. "The Stooge" is its title.
At this point it would be wise to
define the word "stooge" since current usage has strayed far from
the original meaning. According
to the dictionary a "stooge" is
"(1) an entertainer who feeds
lines to a comedian and is often
the subject of his ridicule (2) a
person in the audience serving a
similar function by heckling."
These definitions fit the role and
functions of Jerry Lewis in Hal
Willis' "The Stooge," Paramount's
new package of hilarity which will
play at the Cla-Zel Theater Sunday and Monday.
Naturally Lewis is playing
"Stooge" to Dean Martin, for what
is ham without eggs? However, I
can't help but feel that this is
really a Jerry Lewis show and at
times Martin seems to monopoliie
too much of the screen. There are
several excellent comedy bits by
Lewis. The best for my money
was the one that took place in the
restaurant where Mr. Lewis orders a glass of hot water in which
to put his ouni tea bag and then
proceeds to produce his lunch from
various pockets. The team doing
a song and dance act to "Louise"
ran a close second.
The supporting cast includes
Polly Bergin as Martin's wife and
Marion Marshall, the girl who is
in love with Lewis (believe it or
not). Miss Marshall, a frecklefaced June Haver, may receive
some recognition in future pictures
for her small, but well-played role
in "The Stooge." Eddie Mayehoff
of "That's My Boy" is on hand
again with some laughs.
Except for the two numbers,
"Louise" and "Who's Your Little
Who-Zis," the music is not too
typical of that by-gone vaudeville era.

Opportunities
Improved For
Geology Study
Opportunities for the graduate
student in geology are greater
than they were a few years ago,
according to John R. Coash, assistant professor of geology.
Professor Coash said that the
reason for this is a rising demand
for geologists in geophysical companies and by the government. The
U. S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics stated
that the government needs a greater number of geologists than before because of the increased defense program.
Several graduates of the Department of Geology at Bowling
Green are working for United
States government. Gerald H.
Johnson, '61; David E. Reed, '52;
Jack R. Tischler, '62 are working
for the United States Geological
Survey,
topographic
mapping
branch. Fred C. Durst, '51 secured
a reserve commission aa a petroleum engineer in the Navy, but as
last reported, was working with a
chemical concern in Cleveland.
Donald A. Ahlborn, '50 was drafted after graduation and has been
doing topographic mapping in central Europe with the Army Engineers.
The govemmert needs more geologists and geophysicista to locate
petroleum and minerals; meteorologists to furnish additional weather data for air force operations;
geographers to supply information
for foreign countries; oceanographers for research on submarine
operations and amphibious land
ings.
Recent University alumni are
among the 25,000 persona in the
United States that work professionally in the earth sciences.
Richard H. Gerding, '61, is with a
geophysical company working in
the midst of the o'l strike going on
in the Williston Basin. Frank D.
Huntley, '49, is working in Perrysburg with the France Stone laboratory.
Professor Coash added that a
few courses in geology will help
the business major.

Theme For '53 Key
Informal Report
Of University Life
Next May, students and faculty
members alike will receive a voluminous report on the 1962-63
school year at Bowling Green State
University. That report will be
the 1963 edition of the Key.
The theme of the '53 Key will
be a very informal report of the
activities, both scholastic and extra-curricular, of the faculty and
students.
The annual, which will be somewhat smaller than in '62, will be
divided into five sections—administration and faculty, activities,
sports, classes, and ads.
Mrs. Helen Diedrick, Key editor, commented when asked about
the smaller book, "It will have
fewer pages, but more pictures.
Formal pictures have been cut to
the minimum, so that smaller, informal group shots may be taken."
Taken as sections, the faculty
and administrative heads will be
grouped together. Last year they
appeared in the pages devoted to
their departments. The faculty
section will be the most formal.
Activities, sports, and class sections will carry out the informal
theme. Greek organizations, which
are included in the activities, will
show the theme at its best. Fraternities and sororities will appear
in numerous small, informal shots.
It is hoped that the smaller shots
will picture more fraternity and
sorority activities.
Sports editor Jim Turner will
carry the informality into his
sports section. Players will be pictured in street clothes. Many sideline pictures will also be shown,
for side-line activity is rarely seen
by the spectators.
Formal pictures of both the juniors and seniors will be featured
again this year. Approximately
500 seniors and 460 juniors will
be pictured in the Key.
According to the editor, 60 informal pictures have been taken of
the freshmen and sophomores.
There are between 25 to 150 students in each of these pictures,
which were taken at various sites
around campus. By taking the pictures at various scenic places on
campus, Mrs. Diedrick explained,
the editors hoped to combine class
pictures and the beauty of the
campus.

Th. Striking N.w 1*1 Air 2-Door Sedan

• • • featuring Chevrolet's new
"Blue-Flame" high-compression engine!

Grtfaty M£WtArou?/> otn/Mwffi/
New Bodies by Fisher . . . new, richer, roomier interiors ... new Power glide* ... new Power Steering (optional at extra cost) ... more weight—more stability...
largest brakes in the low-price field . . . Safety Plate
Glass all around in sedans and coupes . . . E-Z-Eye
Plait Glass (optional at extra cost). (CmHnvoMon ol
llandard .quipm.nl and trim JhWratod li d.p.od.nl a* co/loMIM* Of imrt.rioJJ

The '53 Chevrolet offers you the most powerful performance of any
low-priced car—together with extraordinary new cconomy-with an entirely
new HS-h.p. "Blue-Flame" Valve-In-Head engine, coupled with a new
Powerglide automatic transmission.* It's the most powerful engine in its
field-with an extra-high compression ratio of 7.5 to II
Come in ... tee and drive this dynamic new pacemaker of low-priced
cart with all its many wonderful advancements.
AoWtd High-Compression "Thrift-King" Valve-in-Head Engine
Chevrolet also offers an advanced I08-h.p. "Thrift-King" engine in gearshift models, brings you blazing new performance and even greater economy.
•Combination ol Towerghdt automatic transmission and 113-h.p. "Blue-Flame" engine
optional on 'Two-Ten" and Bel Air models at extra cost.

MORI PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR I

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!
Convnimntly lltHd under "AwtomoMrW In your total tlaulnod tohphono director,

RalpA *7Uayesi GUevtoUet,

HHC.

'Your friendly Chevrolet dealer"
280 South Main Street

More People Smoke Camels

Phone 35751

Debate Team Has Favorable
Record For First Semester
By DON IRENNEH

Travelling 2700 miles and debating 28 different colleges, Bowling Green debaters won 27 meets and lost 16
during the first semester.
The debaters gathered a number of honors, including a
tie for first place with Oberlin and Case in a novice tournament entered by 13 colleges, a second place out of 19 schools
in the Otterbein Varsity Invlta-*
tional, and a tie for third place
with Kent State among 13 collegea
in the Women'* State Tournament.
At the Bradley Invitational the
affirmative team received a rating
of excellent and Orin Slagle was
awarded one of seven superior
Mid-term college graduates who
ratings in discussion. John Mara- completed degree requirement* in
gakea received an excellent rating January may apply for immediate
in discussion, while Roger Kasten direct commissions in the United
and Bud Weckesser were adjudged States Air Force Reserve and asexcellent in extempore speaking.
signment to basic meteorology
Plans for the new semester in- graduate training in June, accordclude debating before Lions, Ki- ing to an announcement by Major
wanis, Rotary, and Exchange General W. 0. Senter, Commandclubs within an area of 60 miles ing General of the USAF Air
and continuation of competitive in- Weather Service.
Qualified graduates, who must
tercollegiate debating.
It is hoped that a campus debate have received credit for one year
on a topic which is highly contro- of college physics and mathematics
versial and which vitally affects through integral calculus, will rethe student body can be held. The ceive complete application forms
group also plans to participate in by writing to the Commanding
the Pi Kappa Delta national meet General, Air Weather Service,
at Kalamazoo and the Men's State Washington 26, D.C.
at Columbus during the week of
During the graduate training in
April 5 II.
cither basic or, later, advanced
meteorology in nationally prominent schools, all tuition and other
expenses are paid by the government and the student receives full
pay and allowances in his current
The eleventh annual Pi Week, grade.
sponsored by PI Kappa Alpha fraFollowing completion of the basternity, will open Sunday, March ic weather officer course, the offi1.
cers will be initially assigned to
This yearly celebration, honor- officer basic military course and
ing the group's founding, will fea- then to duty in an Air Force
ture a pie eating contest in the weather station.
Men's Gym on Wednesday, March
Mid-term graduates who fail to
4, and an all-campus semi-formal submit their applications in time
dance, Saturday, March 7.
for the June class by March 1 will
Sororities and fraternities will be considered for the September
present skits and compete in a classes.
contest which will be judged by
faculty members.
World War II cost the United
At the Saturday night dance the States $360 billion, or two years'
fraternity will present its fresh- average national income, against
man dream girl. The fraternity $36 billion or six month's income
will also sponsor an all-campus for World War I, points out a
serenade and a dinner for sorority forthcoming study of the Twentipresidents during the week.
eth Century Fund.

Air Force Reserve
Offers Commissions

PiKA'sToOpen
Pi Week March 1

Seven Companies
Interview Students

Magazine Report
Students Offered
Positions Unber Civil Ranks Scholarship
A national magazine report
Service Program
"Where Do the Top Students Go?"

Representative* of seven comU.S. Civil Service Commission
panies will interview prospective
employee* at Bowling Green this has announced an examination for
month, according to Gene Chand- Student Aid Trainee paying $2,960
ler, Bureau of Appointment*.
and |8,176 a year. Most of the
Diamond Alkali Co. and Ameri- [positions are located in various
can Can Co. representative* will Federal agencies in Washington,
Interview
interested
chemistry D. C, and vicinity.
majors on Feb. 16 and 27, respecThe examination is open to coltively.
Representatives of the
Aluminum Company of America, lege sophomores and juniors majorFord Motor Co., and Montgomery ing in the fields of chemistry, physWard will be here on Feb. 18, 19, ics, mathematics, metallurgy, meteand 20, respectively.
They are orology, and various branches of
interested In business administra- engineering. Appointments will be
for employment during school vation senior*.
cation periods or for periods of
The Sun Life Insurance Co., in- employment of students in cooperaterested in insurance major*, and tive course*. Applicants must have
the Arthur Young Accountants Of- completed
appropriate
college
fice, interested in accounting ma- study; a written test will be given.
jor*, will talk with senior* on Feb. Students who expect to complete
26 and 17, respectively.
the required study by June 30,
All seniori wishing to talk with 1963 may apply. Applications will
one or more of these company rep- be accepted until further notice.
resentative* should make appointFull information regarding the
ments at the Bureau of Appoint- training program and the requirements office immediately.
ments for applying are available
According to Mr. Chandler, com- at most first and second-class
panies are interested in talking post offices, and at the U. S. Civil
with students even though they Service Commission, Washington
are going into military service 26, D. C.
upon graduation. "You are better
off if you are at least associated
with the company," he said. "You
can't tell what the job status will
be several years from now," he
added.

is incorporated in a sixteen-page
portfolio "College: Whether to Go,
Where to Go," in its current issue.
The complete study will be published this spring in "The Younger
American Scholar; Hi* Collegiate
Origins" by Robert H. Knapp and
Joseph J. Greenbaum, both of Wesleyan University.
It reported that the top *ix women'* colleges in the production of
scholar* are Bryn Mawr, Barnard, Radcliffe, Vassar, MacMurray College for Women, and Mount
Holyoke.
The top six co-ed colleges for
producing women scholars are
Swarthmore, Reed, University of
Chicago, Oberlin, Carleton, and
Antioch.

and Jewelry
Now in stock
for delivery

KLEVERS
Jewelry Store

She'll love your
VALENTINE OF
FLOWERS

To Pre-Law Club

The greatest tonnage of river
traffic in the United States is earried by the Ohio and its tributaries, says a survey by the Twentieth
Century Fund.

Rings, Pins

Today's B-G News has six pages
of news and features.

Kleckner Speaks

An hour'* work by the average
worker would buy In 1047 at least
four times the good* and services
a worker got for an hour in 1847,
estimate* a forthcoming Twentieth
Century Fund study.

B.G.S.U.

Dr. D. C. Kleckner of the speech
department will speak on "Parliamentary Procedure in Its Relation
to Law Students," at a meeting of
Pre-Law Club Wednesday, Feb.
18, at 7:30 p.m. in 11 Gate Theatre.
The club will discuss plans for
a trip to the Federal District
Court in Toledo, a trip to an Ohio
law school, and the visit of the
prominent Negro attorney, Benjamin Fisher of Toledo.

18 to 80
Send Her Flowers
Girl friend, sweetheart, mother or grandmother ... nil are
sweethearts on Valentine's Day, and all will be delighted with
your gift of fresh flowers.
Phone us today and let us suggest your Valentine from
our wide selection of Corsages, Cut Flowers and Flowering
Plants.
WF. SEND FLOWERS BY WIRE ANYWHERE

HOUSE OF FLOWERS
331 N. Main

Phone 31045

HERE IT IS!

"Represents education
that continues,"
lays GEORGE GALLUP

PHI1IP MORRIS
KING-SIZE

FwMV o» Ha ».«k«. ImMu* ol PvMc OpUm l«m..l,
PTOI.,KX, Nilnr Mod ol Jotraolli*. Cok-oio U.

"A serious weakness of the American
educational system is the missing link
between what we are taught in school and
what we learn after leaving school. The
Reader's Digest represents education that
continues. It arouses and satisfies keen
Interest in the vital issues of the day
and in varied fields of lasting knowledge."

.the only loading King-Sizo cigarette made an exclusively
different way to avoid the main cause of irritation I
NOW I PHILIP MORRIS is available in the
new KING-SIZE for longer smoking enjoyment.
Remember, you'll feel better when you change
to PHILIP MORRIS. In case after case, coughs
due to smoking disappear ... parched throat clears
up . . . that stale, "smoked-out" feeling vanishes!
Look at the wide range of subjects in any issue—The
Reader's Digest is designed for the well-rounded individual
who cultivates interests far wider than the confines of any
particular field.

So take your choice, but make your choice
PHILIP MORRIS-America's Most Enjoyable Cigarette!
KING-SIZE or REGULAR

From the wealth of material that is published each month,
the editors select those outstanding articles no thoughtful
person would want to miss. Each article is condensed to
present the essentials clearly, yet preserve the full content
and flavor of the original.

YOU'LL FEEL BETTER

The Reader's Digest offers a continuing liberal education
for millions of men and women with alert, open minds.

smoking PHILIP MORRIS

*

*

*

la February Reader's Dipst, you'll be inUroUd in SilicamMagic Sand—story of the new chemical family that may prove
one of stasoee's most useful gifts; Our CftiUrta's DsM to Jala
Dtmty—portrait of our "moat oomplete ana'aaaVin of American
(solus," whose own children inspired progressive education; 90pag, too* mas'—anon: Back Down tnt Ridge- William L. White's
war Hssair on how new medical methods are savin* our wounded
in Korea.

CALL
FOR

PHILIP MORRIS

KING SIZE or REGUUIR

you cannot buy
any other cigarette
of equal quality!
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T U Wins Easily In 'Peace Pipe Game
•• -

Soph Pivot Sparks 65-50 Tankers Seek
Rocket Win; Al Nets 18 Sixth Win In
Bearcat Meet

With Frank Ayers and Harry Nicholson as pace setters
and Bowling Green as an opponent, the Toledo Rockets
rolled over the Falcons here Wednesday night in Men's
Gym 65-50.
After that one, a few peo-^
during the quarter. The Falcons
pie may share the same feel- were outscored 16 to 8 in the secing as one gent I overheard ond stanza and dropped to a 30-22
as he left the Gym; that is count by halftime.
"there hasn't been a really good
Sh*rin Fouls Oul
basketball game at Bowling Green
Shcrin fouled out in the third
since the Share and Otten days quarter to make things even toughwhen winning streaks of the Fal- er for Bowling Green as far as
cons were beyond compare."
height was concerned and again
One thing is for certain, Bowl- Toledo led the scoring 21-15. Aying Green wasn't out on the court ers connected on layups and Nichto see who kept or won possession olson hit on practically every drive
of the Peace Pipe, but to make in.
a ball game of the whole affair,
In the fourth, Bianchi, Drago,
and that they did until the Rocket and Slesinger all fouled out leavmachine started to roll.
ing a five composed of four regulars, Hi is. Rogers, Ellis, and Ray,
Falcons Lead
Nicholson opened the scoring along with John Ladd, a great end
with a free throw but u free toss but a boy not too familiar with the
and two successive goals by John court game.
Toledo played a cat and mouse
Slesingei put the Falcons ahead
game throughout the final 10 minmomentarily 5-1.
Nichols, Spice, and Nicholson hit ules. executing a very nice stalling
goals and Ayers cashed in on a game that li.nl Rowling Green up
foul shot before the Bowling Green a tree until the gun sounded.
squad could roll once more and
led 7-5 until Al Bianchi hit two
goals to put the locals into the
lead for the last time in the entire
contest 9-8.
As the first period closed, Bowling Green was on the short end of
a 15-14 count. Most shots in the I
beginning phase were set or jump
shots with little pivot work. Toledo soon ended this, however, as
Ayers started to hit in the second;
quarter.
Bill Sherin played a great game
under the boards in the initial
stanza but seemed too stiff or too
uncertain of himself to shoot and
as a result didn't score a point the
entire night.
BG Fallen In Second
Bianchi tied the ball game at
16-16 going into the second quarter, but from there on it was a
rout. Nichols, Russell, Ayers, and
Russell again hit for goals and
TU led 21-15 before George Reia
finally broke the ice for the Falcons with two points. Nichols and
Ayers continued on their drive-ins
and
pivot
shots
respectively
throughout the quarter while
Rowling Green managed only a
single goal and five foul shots

Coach Sam Cooper's Falcon
swimming team will be out to gain
victory number six tomorrow when
Cincinnati's unpredictable squad
invades the University Natatorium
for the continuation of a rivalry
that dates back seven years.
Bowling Green holds a wide
nine in the series, having won five
of the meets, including a 65-19
drubbing at Cincinnati last Beason.
The local swimmers took every
first place event in that one, and
with the continued improvement of
this year's team, the feat might
well repeat itself.
Bearcat! One* A Powir
It's hard to say what kind of
squad the Bearcat tankers will
present this year.
Cincinnati,

Falcons Miss 15 Free Throws
The Falcons hit on only 20 of
3r» free throws while Toledo cashed
in on 25 of 29.
As the record now stands, of the
45 games played between Toledo
and Bowling Green, the Falcons
still hold a 23-22 edge. Of the
11 games played while Coach Jerry
Bush and Coach Harold Anderson
headed the two clubs, Bowling
Green has a 7-1 advantage.
Box Score:
Toledo:
Nicholson
Spice
Martin
Russell
Ayers
Nichols
Pazdizior

G
3
3
0
2
0
3
3

F
6
3
2
2
6
3
3

TP
II
0
2
G
18
9
9

Totals:
BBowling Green:
Ellis
Bianchi
Reis
Drago
Slesinger
Rogers
Ray

20
G
1
4
4
1
3
0
2

26
F
1
10
0
2
4
3
0

66
IP
8
18
8
4
10
3
4

Totals

15

20

60

Grapplers At TU Monday;
Rockets Are 6th In Nation
The matmen of Bowling: Green engage the grapplers of
Toledo University, who are ranked sixth in the nation, Monday evening at 8 p.m. at the TU fieldhouse.
The hopes of the Falcons rest on unbeaten Fred Durig
in the heavyweight division,
Baldwin - Wallace on Saturday,
once beaten Tom Hoskinson in Feb. 21. Both of these matches
the 123-pound class, and Tony will take place in Cleveland. The
Mencini in the 147-pound last contest of the season will take
place at Bowling Green on Feb. 28
class.
against Kent State.
Toledo has lost to only MichiAll students who can possibly
gan and I'ittsburg, two of the
strongest squads in the country, make the trip to Toledo arc urged
to earn their sixth-ranked position to do so. Team spirit is very high
and
with some student support
in the national ratings. Led by the
,
captain Ed Lanzi in the 177-pound
Falcons may pull an upset,
division, Dick Torrio, unbeaten;
heavyweight, and Kerlin in the
123-pound division, Toledo looks
very tough. All of these men were
MAC champs last year. The RockSetting a new record and having
ets are a pretty safe bet to repeat
several first and second place wins
as conference kings.
was not enough to give the BowlTwo Good Match** Expected
Two matches loom as outstand- ing Green Splashers, women's
ing. The meeting between the swimming team, a victory over the
two unbeaten heavyweights, Fred Michigan State Spartanettes, beDurig and Dick Torrio, and the ing defeated by the score of 44 to
match between Tony Mencini and 63 in last Saturday's contest.
Sue Mignerey set a new East
Miller in the 147-pound division.
Mencini and Miller have met Lansing pool record shaving one
full
second off the 60-yard free
three times, with Miller the winner in all three matches — but style event. She also placed first
in the 30-yard free style and secnever by more than one point.
The Falcons have been weak- ond in the 90-yard individual medened by an injury to John Ladd ley.
Sallie Buck took first place honand the withdrawal of Jim Rea
from the squad because of a heavy ors in the 30-yard backstroke and
schedule. Manley Anderson will he solo synchronized events. She
fill the spot left by Rea. Dick plr.ced second in the 60-yard backKline has been injured since the stroke.
Those two girls teamed with
first match against Findlay and
Mike Longuil has been ineligible Frances Isch to take first place in
all year. There are three out- In- 90-yard medley relay.
standing freshmer, on the squad,
Eve Williams and Constance
Dan Kaiser, Jerry Velick, and Wood lost a one-point decision for
Duane Barry, but all are Ineligible first place in the duet synchronized
for varsity competition.
Coach event.
Bellard expects these men to
The Michigan State Spartanstrengthen his squad next year.
ettes will pay Bowling Green a reairn visit tomorrow afternoon in
Tare* Match** Bemoan
The Falcons conclude their the Natatorium directly after the
schedule with a match against men's meet.

Splashers Lose 44-66
Despite New Record

Loyola Of South, Duquesne Next
For Cagers; Jim Tucker Back
Sigs, Kappa Sigma
Meet For Cage Lead
Fraternity basketball will get
back into full swing Monday night
after a two week layoff between
semesters.
Sigma Chi and Kappa Sigma
will be fighting for the lead in
League 1 when they clash Monday.
Both teams have identical three
won no lost records going into
this game.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Delta
Upsilon are tied for the lead in
League 2 with three won no lost
records. Both will be making a
bid for the lead as they meet in
one of the evening's most import
ant games.
League standings are as follows:
W
LEAGUE 1
...8
Sigma Chi
.8
Kappa Sigma
_2
Delta Tau Delta
._1
Phi Kappa Tau .
Theta Chi
1
_ 1
Zeta Beta Tau _
_ 0
Alpha Tau Omega ...
Alpha Sigma Phi
... 0
LEAGUE 2
W
Sigma Alpha Epsilon .
3
Delta Upsilon
_...S
Phi Delta Theta
2
Sigma Nu
1
Pi Kappa Alpha
1
Sigma Phi Epsilon
1
Theta Xi
0
Phi Kappa Psi
0

Bowling Green's cagers meets'
some very good competition this year against Baldwin-Wallace to
week end in Loyola of the South set the new record.
Dukes HOT* 13 7 Record
and a return engagement with
Duquesne has a 13-7 record goDuquesne.
ing into the Falcon tilt. In the
The Wolfpack invades the Men's first encounter this year Duquesne
Gym tonight for a contest with edged the Falcons 57-66. Coach
the Falcons. Coach Harold Ander- Moore, who was named "Coach of
son will then take his squad to the the Year" last year, will probably
Gardens in Pittaburg Monday for bench
Fletcher
Johnson, who
a return meeting with Coach Dud- played very impressive ball here
ley Moore's Iron Dukes.
in the first game, in order to start
Loyola meets the Falcons at a Tucker.
very bad time in the season and
Dick Ricketts, who led the Dukes
could pull an upset. The Bowling here with 25 points, will once
Green five may be looking past again be very tough. Al Bailey,
Loyola tonight to the game with Steve Garuy, and Sid Dambrat will
Duquesne Monday. Although Loy- round out the lineup.
ola had a 9-9 record going into
Coach Anderson is expected to
the game with Detroit last Wed- stick with Rill Rogers, George
nesday, they have not played the Reis, Al Bianchi, Boo Ellis, and
caliber of teams the Orange and Lou Drago for both tilts.
Brown have. But they have imPledges were initiated into the
proved greatly in the lust few
games and pressed both Dayton Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity Sunand Western Kentucky before fall day. New members are: Joseph McKinley, John Curtain, Allen Miller,
ing in the closing minutes.
Ronald Smile, and Donald Grant.
R«ynolr leading Loyola Scor*r
Scoring leader for the Wolfpack
is 6'5" Gus Reynoir, who also has
a brother on the squad. Probable
starters for Loyola will be Reynoir, Ed Gulvill, fi'6"; Hob O'Donnell, 611"; Bob llunberg, 6'3";
and Boh Reynoir, fl'2".
When Bowling Green meets Duquesne in the return engagement
the Kill and Blue will be strengthened by Jim Tucker who was ineligible in the lust meeting.
Tucker has been the nil-time
lending scorer for the I'ittsburg
school. He scored 42 points last

H.rb Scoaa ol th* UnWeraltT swtmmlnq learn It shown above flashing
hi* victory *mll*. H*rb i* co captain
of th* Itam.
once a swimming power that gave
most teams in the country a run
for their money, has fallen off considerably in the sport in the last
couple of seasons, mainly because
of the ineligibility of certain swimmers.
Also, the Cincinnati pool is one
of the oldest, and as a result, one
of the poorest in the mid-West.
The institution is making strides
to get back on top, and, if it could
land one or two top performers,
might soon be producing teams
like it had in the past. At one
time Cincinnati was good enough
to tnke top honors in the NCAA
meet.
The Falcons, who toek their fifth
win of the season Wednesday at
Wayne, Mich., 65-38, will be led
by such stalwarts as Herb Scogg,
John Bruce (co-captains), Jim
Longnecker, and Fred Gerbing in
tomorrow's battle.
Scogg I* V*t*aUl*
Scogg, possibly the most versatile swimmer this school has ever
seen, is liable to swim anything.
He has been doing excellent work
in the backstroke, as well as free
style department, this season.
Bruce is the top breaststroke
man; Longnecker and Gerbing
should come through with their
usual fine work in the distance and
sprint events respectively.
Bill
Dellen is another sprinter who has
been coming through for the Falcons.
A converted breaststroker, Ed
Levy, should also help out in the
sprints. George Ensign specializes in the individual medley, and
Ron Lauber in diving.
DT****I Coming Along
Coach Cooper had a good word
for sophomore Paul Dressel, who
is "coming along very nicely."
He's a backstroke and distance
man.
The loss of Phil Slaymaker, who
dropped from school to join the
Navy, will hurt the team, according to Coach Cooper. It restricts
the juggling of men in the different events as he was prone to do
in previous meets this year.
The Wayne meet, termed "a
pretty tough one" by Coach Cooper, was closer than the 66-38 score
indicated in that both teams had
an equal number of firsts, five.
However, the score was held
down somewhat by experimenting
with some of the swimmers by
shifting them into different events.
Scogg Wins Two Events
Herb Scogg was top man in the
win department, taking firsts in
the backstroke, and the 60-yard
free style event He was also a
member of the winning relay team
made up of sprinters Ensign, Del-

Hampshire
SWEATER
by

LORD JEFF
Now better than ever with
20% nylon added to 8091 flue
virgin wool I Wonderfully
soft, extra good-looking,
because nylon does miracles
for this popular sweater
by Lord Jeff. You'll like iU
comfort, its long-wearing
quality, its perfection in
every detail. Choose your
favorite from our unusually
wide range of colors.
Hand washable

$6.95

UHLMAN'S
MEN'S SHOP
128 N. Main

Will Saturday B. All Right?
len, Scogg, and Gerbing.
DaDeppo Warn*'* B**t
The most exciting race of the
day was between Gerbing and
Wayne's fine swimmer Don DaDeppo in the 220 free style event.
DaDeppo barely edged the Falcon
entry.
DaDeppo also won the 200-yard
breaststroke with the excellent
time of 2:28.4.
Other Wayne
firsts came in the 440-yard freestyle event where Joe McNickol
edged BG's Longnecker and in the
100-yard freestyle, won by Joe
Kolpacke.
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FRI. & SAT.
Robert Ryan, Mai* Powara In

'City Beneath The Sea'
and

'Rote Of Cimmarron'

STARTING SUNDAY
THOSE MADCAP FUNNYB0NERS
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'Sweetheart Swing' Dance First Series Of
Rush Parties
Tops Week-End Offerings
To celebrate St. Valentine's Day Alpha Xi Delta is spon- Begins Today
soring its twentieth annual Sweetheart's Swing. The dance
will be held in the Women's Gym from 9 to 12 on Saturday
night. Ken Weil and his orchestra will provide music for
-♦the cupid-inspired dance.

Abe 'Assassinated'
Last Monday Night
At Williams Hall
Lincoln was "assassinated" at
Willlami Hali Monday night, during a dorm party which featured
scene* from the life of Abraham
Lincoln.
President Lincoln was
played by Erline Reynolds, second
floor director; Mrs. Lincoln by
Mrs. Clara Hambright, the housemother; and the villain was I.uane
Wistler.
Students participating in other
scenes were Shirlee Musaer, Abe's
mother; Nancy Peterson, a log;
Mary Berg, Abe the log splitter;
Louise Kiss, Abe the grocer clerk;
Joan McCarthy, a customer; Margaret Bratton, Abe the lawyer;
Diane Smith, a little girl; and
Mary Hieb, narrator.
After the play refreshments
were served to all Williams Hall
residents.

English Honorary
Elects New Officers
Thomas Dunford was elected
president of Sigma Tau Delta, national professional society in English on Jan. 18. Other new officers
arc Kay Porteous, vice-president;
Sharon Cole, secretary; and James
Anderson, treasurer.
Past officers were Mary Jane
McFall, president; June Emery,
vice-president; and Lois Stebbins,
secretary-treasurer.
The honorary now has 42 members and would like to contact
another chapter near-by, in hopes
of arranging a joint meeting, according to Dunford.

Taylor Resigns
Position Of
Social Chairman
Jack Taylor, student social
chairman for the past two and a
half years, has resigned in order
to student teach this semester, it
was announced by Alma Payne,
University social chairman.
Miss Payne also stated that she
will be in the social office during
the following hours: Tuesday, 1012 a.m.; Wednesday, 11-12 a.m.;
and Thursday, 9-12 a.m. There
will be no new student chairman
as much of the work of the social
committee will be coordinated with
the Office of Student Affairs.
John Grossman will assist Miss
Payne in the Social Office. Jack
Huffman will be in charge of the
campus theatre and Stuart R.
Givens will work with Miss Payne
in the coordinating of the entire
social program.
Freshman work
for the remainder of the year will
be directed by Nancy Hirschy and
Raymond Fernandei.

Falcon Fling Follows
Basketball Game
In Gym Tonight

Couples will enter the dance

through a large ruffled heart.
Cupids, arranged on each side
of the entrance, will point their arrows at the incoming participants.
Stressing the valentine theme,
hearts with the couples' names on
them will decorate the streamers
hanging around the dancing area.
These names will be obtained from
the heart invitations which were
sent to the dorms and signed by
the students. A big heart for each
fraternity will be placed on the
walls, and the fraternity's sweetheart Bong will be on the heart.
During intermission the King of
Hearts will be crowned, and the
Alpha Xi Delta sorority will serenade the new king.
Patricia Voth and Carol Doren
are co-chairmen of the dance. In
charge of programs is Jane Nicholson, and Marilyn Sullivan is publicity chairman.
Kay Porteous
made the arrangements for the
orchestra.
Friday evening two movies will
be shown. "Grandma Moses" is
a short film in color about the life
of the elderly painter. The other movie, "The Quiet One," is a
story of a Negro boy and his adjustment to life. Both films were
nominated for academy awards.
The movie, "Bedtime for Bonzo,"
will be presented Saturday evening. Ronald Reagan and Diana
Lynn co-star in the comedy. The
story is about a professor and his
experiment with the life of a monkey. Movies will be shown in the
Main Aud. at 7 and 9 p.m.
Sunday evening the sixth Artist
Scries program will be presented.
Metropolitan star Mildred Miller
will provide an evening of entertainment. The program will be
held in the Men's Gym and will
begin at 8:15 p.m.

LITTII MAN ON CAMPUS

LSA And UCF
Hold Joint Meeting
In Prout Chapel
A joint meeting of the Lutheran
Student Association and the United Christian Fellowship will be
held at 6 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 15, in
Prout Chapel, it was announced by
John Cold, chairman.
The first part of the meeting
will be an observance of the World
Students Christian Federation's
"World Day of Prayer For Students." This service is observed in
40 countries.
Following the services, Harold
Seamans, public liaison director
from Washington, D.C., will speak
on "The Role of the United States
in Foreign Policy."

Olive Webster, president of Panhellenlc Council, said the council
felt that the master plan of rushing, whereby all girls have a
chance to visit most sorority open
houses twice, worked effectively
this year.
Starting today and tomorrow
freshman girls and upperclassmen who are rushing will attend
the first series of rush parties.
Invitations for these parties were
delivered to the girls, who made
their acceptances and regrets to
Dean Currier's office by the specified time last Thursday. Rushees could accept only five invitations to these parties and are not
Alpha Sigs Arrange
to be escorted by sorority women
Open
House Sunday
to them. For this set of parties
the sororities may decorate and
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity will
serve refreshments.
hold an open house Sunday from
The schedule for these parties
2 to 5 p.m. at their new home, 126
is as follows:
Court St.
Feb. 13, 7-9 p.m.: Alpha Xi DelMembers of the administration,
ta, Alpha Gamma Delta, and Alrepresentatives of campus fraterpha Delta Pi.
nities and sororities and parents of
Feb. 14, 9-11 a.m.: Delta Zcta
the group's members have been inand Delta Gamma; 1-3 p.m.: Gamvited to attend.
ma Phi Beta and Alpha Phi; 3:30We're scoutin' (or th' wrestling team an th' coach here is
The fraternity moved into its
5:30 p.m.: Phi Mu and Chi Ome- quite taken with yer style—Interested?"
new home last fall, and has paintga; 7-9 p.m.: Kappa Delta and
eel the outside, as well as comAlpha Chi Omega.
pletely redecorated the interior.
Fourteen
members
are living
there.
Officers of Alpha Sigma Phi
arc: Robert Pool, president; SamApplications for membership to
uel Morgan, vice-president; John
Beta Beta Beta, national recogni- Hummel, secretary; and Donald
United
Christian
Fellowship
tion society in biology, are avail- Reese, treasurer.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. tonight
able on the bulletin board on the
in the Wesley Building, according
Newman Club has secured the third floor of Moseley Hall. Re- German Club Meets
to Virginia Nill, chairman.
"The Big Scoop," a report by TV and radio telecasts of Bishop quirements for membership are
Monday In Rec Hall
the persons who attended the Citi- Fulton J. Sheen and will present also posted on the board.
zenship Seminar in New York and them on Sunday evenings in the
An initiation banquet for new
German Club will hold its first
Washington, D.C., will be the highPA Aud. The first showing will members will be held at the Com- meeting of the se tiester Monday,
light of the meeting.
Feb. 16, at 7:30 p.m. in the Rec
mons Saturday, March 7.
Students and faculty members boon Feb. 15, at 7:30.
Hall. Barbara Shiller, president,
are welcome, Miss Nill said.
Bishop Sheen, who gives a weekurged all members to attend.
Two-thirds
of
the
world's
people
ly radio and television broadcast,
get an average of 2,000 food calorhas recently been chosen "Man of
Classified
Patronize
ies a day—barely enough to supTOK SAlZl SoT.nl.on lool hou.o Irail.r. the Year" by radio and television port life -says a Twentieth CenGood condlbon.
Phono 11211. Falcon
B-G
News
Advertisers
authorities.
to: y Fund study.
HolghH.

UCFMeets Tonight;
'Big Scoop' Slated

Newmanites To
Hear Bishop's
Radio Telecasts

Biology Honorary
Has Applications
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Age Old Celebration
Hails Cupid's Reign
On Valentine's Day
By LOIS NELSON
Did you know that tomorrow is
1,683 years old? Well, not really
the day itself, but the holiday we
will be celebrating.
On Feb. 14, 270 A.D., St. Valentine, bishop of Rome, was put to
(tenth by the emperor for converting so many pagan Romans to
Christianity which displeased his
ruler.
Possessing a remarkable
gift of eloquence, St. Valentine
was able to sway the Romans to
his way of thinking.
In honor of this Saint, we celebrate what has become one of the
most commercialized events of the
winter season. Aecording to the
ads, if a husband doesn't send his
wife a dozen red roses, a B-lb. box
of candy, and a heart-shaped diamond scatter pin with a 60 cent
card enclosed with each, he could
be divorced on the grounds of mental cruelty.
Cupid, and his bow and arrow,
have been stronger, and often more
feared, than the A-bomb. This
symbol of love and devotion has
come to be the symbol for Valentine's Day also. It is on this occasion that secret lovers are shot
by the famous arrow, and feel the
great urge to rush to the nearest
drug or department store for a
card expressing their tender sentiments.
In closing, we have a poem dedicated to all lovers:
Some men break your heart in two,
Some men fawn and flatter,
Some men never look at you;
And that cleans up the matter.
Dorothy Parker

Following tonight's game the
"Falcon Fling," an all-campus
dance sponso.-ed by the Social
Sub, will be held from 9-12 p.m.
in the Woman's Gym.
Ann Mitchell will preside as student chairman for thi- dance. Her
committee includes Carol Welling,
Shirley Nelson, Mary Jane Koenig,
Doris Cvetic, Joyce Blanc, and
Barbara Cook.
A soft drink stand will serve
thirsty students. This service is
being offered to all campus organizations who present week-end
dances. No charge is made for
this service which may be obtained
Bowling Green's first Jewish
by contacting Jerry Banniga at
Congregation conducted elections
Falcon Hall.
for the second semester last Monday night. Newly-installed officers
are Norbert Billig, president; ShelNewman Club Lists
don Stern, vice-president; Joyce
Baron, recording secretary; Erwin
Semester Officers
Falkenheim, treasurer, and Bev
Newly installed officers of the Ravin, corresponding secretary.
Newman Club are Frederic Lies,
Services are held each Friday
president; Ted Laaas, vlce-presi evening in Prout Chapel at 7:30
dent; Dorothy Snooner, recording p.m. Early in March, the local
secretary; Joan McCarthy, corre- chapter of B'nai B'rith men's club
sponding secretary; Linda Bremer, will be the congregation's guests
treasurer; and Eugene Popielec, at • service. Afterward, joint resergeant-at-arms.
ception will take place.

Religious Group
Elects Officers
For Semester
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COLLEGE STUDENTS PREFER LUCKIES
IN NATION-WIDE SURVEY I
Nation-wide survey based on actual student interviews in 80 leading colleges reveals more
smokers prefer Luckies than any other cigarette
by a wide margin. No. 1 reason—Luckies' better
taste. Survey also shows Lucky Strike gained
far more smokers in these colleges than the nation's two other principal brands combined.

LUCKY
STRIKE
\ -ITS tOASTtD■■'....
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